
Women's sports shoes (training) SKECHERS-Go Run Consistent Fleet Rush hot
pink/black

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity

Suggested retail price: 79.99 € s DPH

Description

Women's shoes from the brand Skechers. Sports shoes for ladies in an interesting design are pink and
complemented by black details. Pink sneakers will ensure you fame and you will catch everyone's eye in them. They
are decorated with a minimalist Skechers logo on the side. Skechers sneakers have a white Ultra Light sole that
provides the best impact absorption during your training. In them, you feel as if you are jumping from cloud to
cloud. Boots for ladies have reinforced toe and heel for reliable protection. The mesh upper ensures very good air
ventilation, which will make you happy during exercise. They have a classic lacing, so they ensure a reliable fixation
of the foot in the sneaker.

The branded shoes have a back loop on the heel for easier putting on and taking off. The light cushioning midsole
creates a higher level of comfort. It is a piece that can be easily combined with various outfits, which you can use
for sports events or for free time. Go Run shoes are a must-have item in your wardrobe. They have a low cut.
Training sneakers are an ideal solution for everyday casual wear, to the city, for training, for walks, for hiking or
other leisure or sports activities.

Product details:

women's shoes
brand Skechers
pink version
lower cut
back strap on the heel
classic lacing
minimalistic S logo
white sole
good impact absorption
easy
reinforced toe and heel
mesh upper
breathable
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good fixation of the foot
for leisure and sports activities
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